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CEO NOTE
To Our Valued Customers and Partners,
Back then when we started in 2015, we had a vision: it was not a vision about numbers, it
was not a vision about milestones, it was a vision of customer delight, to make healthcare
affordable and accessible in every part of the country and deliver a truly world-class
experience to our customers in the Indian medical industry.
As are the roots, so is the tree. While a business is a business, and we must operate to
continue, but our roots have been embedded in customer satisfaction since the day we started. We remain committed to creating a global scale, world-class healthcare procurement
platform and we firmly believe that all of this can only be achieved if we put you first. Always.
I wish to assure you that being a customer-centric organisation, we strive hard to meet
all the said and unsaid customer expectations, we research, we continue to speak to our
thousands of customers to understand their needs better and basis your feedback, we
define and improvise our products, processes and policies.
Our energy at Medikabazaar comes from the desire to delight our customers rather than
the zeal to be the best competitors. We are internally driven to
proactively improve our services, adding benefits and features,
before we have to. Medikabazaar is a company where the
customer relationships are always kept first, not the transactions.
I take this opportunity to thank you for your association and want
to promise you once again that we would continually improve
ourselves to serve you better and work tirelessly to deliver the
world-class customer experience to you.
Customer First is not our slogan, but it’s a way of life for us.
Yours Sincerely,
Vivek Tiwari
Founder & CEO
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Medikabazaar
COVID Combat Platform

COVID
Customer

COVID
Seller

COVID
Expert

Our Very Own Covid Combat Collaboration Platform
for Suppliers, Buyers and Experts related to Covid-19
The COVID Combat Collaboration Platform
has the potential to be one of the biggest
avenues for closing the demand-supply gap
across the country. It is an online platform
where buyers of COVID products, its
suppliers, and experts on COVID related information can enrol and collaborate to fight
this pandemic. Each party visits the platform
and enrols through a specific form meant
for them. Buyers of COVID products can
list down their requirements, suppliers can
list what COVID-related products they can
supply. Once an individual signs up, our
backend engine captures the data and
matches suppliers and buyers based on
geographical pin codes. The idea is deliver
the right products at time and cost
advantages. Finally, the experts can publish
opinions/comments which can help us in
getting valuable and correct information,
especially since we are being exposed to
fake news from many sources. Each one of
us should make sure we get news from the
right channels.

The beauty of this platform is that it is
geography agnostic, which means that
buyers and suppliers can be connected
in metro as well as Tier II and III cities. As
demand for medical supplies and equipment
rises across all regions of India, the next
wave of growth in organized healthcare is
expected from Tier II and III cities, and this
platform has the capability to cater to them.

Can list down their
requirements
Can list
down their
products

Customer

Seller

Can publish valuable
opinions/comments

Expert

We have garnered a remarkable

5
5 Million
Million Impressions
Impressions
since the launch
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No need to surf
around! Find all the Covid
products on one platform
related products on one platform Focus
on COVID products: A separate page is
exclusively created for customer looking
specifically for COVID products. We have
source for the best quality and pricing of
the products with various options to choose
from.
The ventilator installation capacity far lower
than the demand in India. We have not
sold but have also installed thousands of
Ventilators and Oxygen Concentrator across
India during this pandemic.
Medikabazaar’s INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS
team focus on augmenting ventilator supply.
The popular demand ventilator is the AGVA
VENTILATORS to Fight Covid-19 which is
also the WORLD’S MOST ECONOMICAL
VENTILATORS

Full Body
Hazmat Suit

N95/KN95
Face Mask

3 PLY Mask

Buffount Cap

Goggles
(Fog Free)

Premium
Face Shield

Shoe Covers

Nitrile Gloves

bit.ly/MB-FightsCovid19
medikabazaar.com

Despite Lockdown, we
haven’t stopped...
Delivering all Medical
products and equipment to
Hospitals!
We are on toes 24x7: It’s not very often
that we’re hit with global crises. We commit
to deliver our promises and match the
expectations of you in this test of time.
We are operating all 22 Fulfilment +
Distribution Centres 7 days a week across
India to ensure that we are able to supply COVID products across all parts of the
country without delays. Our Field Teams
and last-mile ‘MBGO’ (MedikaBazaar on the
GO) Delivery Team are working with all their
energy and soul to make sure that we are
able to deliver every order to our esteemed
customers in this crisis situation. MBGO:
Strengthening MBGO - To mitigate
crippling of supply chain infrastructure.
We are added large number of riders for
intra-city last mile delivery operations
for each COVID order and Hired fleet for
intercity COVID stock movement.

MBGO has ensured that we are able to
deliver orders to our customer’s despite
of lockdown related delivery issues in the
market
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Launch of our White Label
Products

MedScan

A Thank you gesture to our COVID
Doctors. We distributed our very own High
quality designed Medikabazaar PPE Kits to
our key doctors combating Covid

MedSmart

Testing to help fight the pandemic: We have
exclusively launched our own white label
products MEDSMART & MEDSCAN which
is manufactured by Wipro. The product is
installed at the entrance which not only help
in TOUCH FREE FACE RECOGNITION
employee’s attendance with but will also
DETECT TEMPERATURE and DISPENSE
SANITIZER. This is a great produce with
helps use with over all safety.Not to forget
Mask and gloves is a compulsory accessory
to enter

Contribution to PM Cares Fund

We are committed to societal
wellbeing
Charitable Steps to Support COVID
Combat

Donation with the help of the Confederation
of Indian Industry (CII)

Collaboration with NGOs for supply
essential COVID products to COVID fighting
Hospitals such as PPE Kits/Masks/
Ventilators
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Healthcare fraternity comes together, for a platform
unlike any other...
Introducing

MedikaTalks is an exclusive healthcare specific
conversation
platform
by
Medikabazaar to facilitate a deeper understanding of the entire healthcare domain,
be it challenges, opportunities, past lessons or future endeavours. We plan to do
this through regular sessions in the form of
Webinars,
interactive
events
and
conferences where industry leaders rich in
experience can share their diverse and deep
knowledge for all of us to benefit from.
Our First Ever Webinar... MedikaTalks!
The topic of the webinar was ‘How the
landscape of the healthcare industry
will change post COVID’. 8 esteemed
panellists gave their views on this topic
through different lenses, according to their
expertise. We hosted a webinar on the 2nd
of May ‘20,
https://youtu.be/xqiOgrxWc6c

Another
successful
Webinar
of
MedikaTalks!
The discussions of the webinar was
“Bringing healthcare industry out of the
storm post Covid” which was held on the
10th May ’20. We had 6 panel members
with our CEO as the Key note speaker.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PJ8BQyDUwuo

The full video is now out for anyone who
wants to watch or re-watch it with some very
important points made to understand and
future scenario and yes, there are many
more to come. We will have physical events,
conferences, sessions etc. too once the
lockdown is over. We hope MedikaTalks
will lead the way towards Medikabazaar
becoming a thought leader in the Indian
healthcare industry soon.

WE ATTRACTED 20,000+ VIEWS ON LIVE STREAMING
Meanwhile, subscribe to our social media channels to stay updated on all future
MedikaTalks updates, plus the latest happenings in and around our company!
https://www.medikabazaar.com/medikatalks
medikabazaar.com
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Maintaining
safety
at
workplace is now at your
finger tips
We have created a product catalogue
designed
specifically
for
business
establishments to enable workplaces to
reopen and operate safely post lockdown,
minimizing all the health risks for
employees.

The calculator will specify the exact
quantity of each product you must stock,
which can be modified to by the user. There
are options in which you can change the
types of products they wish to purchase
from each category.

Employees Safety is our Top
Priority
Strive to protect health workers with
protective equipment: A proper hygiene
routine is followed at the office. Before the
day starts, the office is thoroughly cleaned.
A PPE Kit (Personal Protective Equipment
kit) for staff of High Quality Nitrile gloves,
Face masks, Protective Cover all, Goggles,
shoe covers, and Sanitizers is available with
unlimited access.

The mantra is this: pre-empt the possibility
of a virus spread, prevent it by having the
right equipment at their establishment,
and thus protect each and every
employee from all health and safety
concerns.

Interactive COVID Products
Requirement Calculator
We present a simple tool to assist
corporates in calculating the right stock
required at your workplace. The Interactive
COVID Requirement Calculator is a simple
tool that will assist in procuring the optimum
quantity of products required to protect your
office and employees.

The staff has unlimited access to these and
can be changed multiple times in a day as
and when required.

Covid calculator works in 3 easy steps

Enter basic details
like office area, no. of
employees, cabins,
entry/exit gates etc.
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Define the package
requirement (We
have three types of
packages: Premium,
Standard Economy)

Entering basic
contact information

medikabazaar.com
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Customised Face Mask with
you personal Brand Logo is
Trending!!
Give your employees and
customers
your
brand
imprinted masks!! As each
of us are looking forward
to kick-start back to
office we can take
up the start on an
energetic note with
these customized face
masks carrying your
company’s name and logo. Where we
promote employee safety and enhance
brand affinity as well!

Let’s
do
our
part
of
Protecting
our
Heroes.
Donate Covid protection
gears
Help them overcome this battle! They are
out there! Fighting for us! Let’s do our part
in protecting them by donating masks, PPE
kits, gloves, sanitizers etc. to our heroes
helping us fight this pandemic together.
This platform helps you gift or donate Covid
products to our Covid warriors. We will fulfil
the orders on behalf of you!
For more details, drop a mail at:
support@medikabazaar.com

#WeWillHelpYouHelpThem
medikabazaar.com

50% bonus as rewards to employees
We take care of our employees. Here is a
small way in which we have given back to
our team who have literally risked their
safety to work during the lockdown. The
employees have received an amount
equivalent to 50% of their monthly salary.
They have been compensated for all the day
from March, after the lockdown came into
effect.

We are encouraging everyone to help our
logistics team, and anyone who wishes to
volunteer can join. Any employee helping
support business will be receiving the bonus
amount. There were many volunteers that
came forward. Around 30 per cent of the
350-strong workforce is working in the field
right now.

She knows it all! Tina..
Our Tireless AI COVID-19
Assistant

Our Al Chatbot, Tina will help you with
authentic information from the best sources
for COVID-19 queries in smarter way with Al
Chatbot support. She will provide you
with trusted information from WHO/
Ministry of Health &
Welfare, India and
is available 24/7.
She
is
specially
trained to answer
only COVID-19 specific questions regarding
inforation on symp oms,care etc. related to
COVID-19.
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Tips from our Leaders!
The secret mantra for business sustainability...
“The team is always on toes! Clearing dues to make sure timely shipments
are made to meet customer commitments. We are giving our best to help our
customers in these tough times.”
- Ketan Malkan, Director & CFO

“Offering the best technologies and ensuring installations work well”
Jitesh Mathur, Sr. Vice President - Medical Innovations Business

“Be more vigilant in building protective barriers for the business against such
attacks in future “

- Prosenjit Sen, Executive Vice President - Direct Sales & Dental Business

“Monitoring the lucid situation & maintaining customer relationships”
- Dr Akash Rajpal, Executive Vice President - Inbound Sales

“Discipline! My one and only Myntra. Product sourcing or shortages are
assignments are priority of concerns“
- Sanjeet Singh, Executive Vice President - Strategic Alliances & Procurement

“Ensure to work deliveries and collaborating better”
Manoj Mani, Executive Vice President - Head of Technology

“The greatest danger in times of turbulence is not the turbulence, but, to act with
yesterday’s logic”
- Saurabh Srivastava, Vice President - Head of Operations

“Focus on product innovation and obsession for customer experience are at the
core of everything we do at Medikabazaar”
- Manish Rai, Vice President - Head of Marketing

“Maintaining productivity and ensuring that proximity plays little to no role in it, is
of paramount importance now”

- Anil Prasad Mohanty, Vice President - People & Culture

“Time based operations is the key!”
- Mahavir Agarwal, Vice President - Finance & Accounts
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Actively participated in Multiple Webinars
Mr. Vivek Tiwari, our founder and CEO participated in multiple webinars and sharing his
views on Impact of Covid-19 in the Indian Medical Industry

medikabazaar.com
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Medikabazaar on TV
The Start-up Story of Medikabazaar

Medical Supplies Market Place Medikabazaar | AwaazEnterpreneur
Start-up Nation, CNBC Awaaz

CNBC featured Medikabazaar on their
Start up Nation show where Mr. Tiwari
talked about the growth of medical
devices

Medikabazaar covered on CNBC TV18
after Series B funding

Founder & CEO, Vivek Tiwari in an
interview with CNBC TV18
Startup Nation, CNBC Awaaz

CNBC Awaaz featured Medikabazaar in
their Startup Nation show over a panel
discussion on the demands of medial
equipment

Impact of big economic stimulus package on NewsX

The Founder & CEO, Vivek Tiwari discussion on Economic
Reforms: Big Bang Stimulus
*Click on the Image to watch video
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Gaining International presence in most reputed
Newspapers of the world!
Reuters, The New York Times

Nikkei

India’s truckers in
crisis: police checks,
no food and fears
of coronavirus

Indian
startups
court Japan to fill
funding gap and
skirt China

Medikabazaar is all over Media!

The Indian Express

BW BUSINESSWORLD

BW BUSINESSWORLD

Business Standard

Express Healthcare Magazine

The Economic Times

*Click on the Images to read more

medikabazaar.com
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Financial Express

The Hindu Business Line

Start-up Success Stories

Indian Television

Live Mint

Medgate

Covered in others newspapers Such
as

*Click on the Images to read more
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Social Canvas

Our Social Canvas brings to you the latest updates and happening in Medikabazaar
consisting of all our awareness campaigns, health days, new product launch, customer
testimonials, employees story and all the latest offers and discounts for you!

Unlock Awareness Campaign

medikabazaar.com
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Visit www.medikabazaar.com
+91 9707232323

